
Suppose we can develop a measurement instrument that 
isn’t build up by matter. Now there arises an intriguing 
question. Can this new instrument detect electromagnetic 
waves? To say it in a different way: “Are there electromag-
netic waves to be find in a universe without matter?” 

Introduction
The idea that reality is created by a couple of underlying 
quantum fields – the modern concept of quantum field the-
ory[1] – does not explain the existence of electromagnetic 
waves. The reason is simple, in QFT the mechanism be-
hind the creation of matter by the properties of the underly-
ing basic quantum fields is not understood. In other words, 
if we don’t know the origin of the creation of matter – rest 
mass carrying particles – it is impossible to understand the 
mechanism behind the exchange of energy between matter.

The statement that rest mass carrying particles are excited 
states of the local basic quantum fields doesn’t elucidate 
the  “tangible”  relations  between  the  underlying  basic 
quantum fields, the “excited” particles en the mediation of 
electromagnetic waves between matter.

To solve this problem I will  use the concept of  discrete 
space.[2] Discrete space (or “quantized” space) is the hypo-
thesis  that  space  itself  has  a  geometrical  structure.  The 
structure itself is not easily detectable[3] but we know the 
existence of the underlying structure because of the proper-
ties of the observed basic quantum fields. It  is proposed 
that discrete space is in rest[4], and all the detectable and 
observable  phenomena  are  in  motion  in  relation  to  the 
structure of discrete space. A concept that is comparable 
with the general concept of quantum field theory.
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The concentration of energy
In vacuum space there is a continuous change of the amp-
litudes of the electromagnetic field.[5] These changes rep-
resent topological deformation of the invariant volumes of 
the units of  the structure of  discrete space.  Obvious be-
cause if we apply energy to a rest mass carrying particle 
the volume of the particle doesn’t expand to enormous pro-
portions if the velocity of the particle nears the speed of 
light. In line with the square in the equation E = m c2.

figure 1

The image above shows in a schematic way the structure 
of space – discrete space – and the resultant motion of the 
continuous  topological  deformation  by  the  units  of  the 
structure, in physics termed quanta of energy (h). 

The transfer of fixed amounts of topological deformation 
with a constant velocity – the speed of light – will result in 
a loop-like resultant motion around the centre of the con-
centration because concentrations of topological deforma-
tion cannot move with the speed of light. The velocity of a 
concentration of topological deformation is directly related 
to the amount of concentrated fixed amounts of deforma-
tion for each unit of the structure.
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A particle is a local concentration of energy and the con-
sequence  is  that  the  amount  of  energy  of  the  emerging 
particle is supplied by the electromagnetic field in vacuum 
space around the particle (figure 1). The energy is supplied 
and continuously maintained concentrated by the involved 
units of the structure of discrete space.

figure 2

Figure 2 shows in a schematic way the local surplus of en-
ergy, the particle (1), the volume around (2) with a deficit 
of energy and vacuum space with an average amount of 
energy (3). The cubic structure represents discrete space in 
a schematic way (like figure 1). Figure 2 shows an overlay 
diagram too: the surplus of energy of the particle (red line; 
a), the deficit of energy within volume 2 (blue line; b) and 
the average amount of energy in vacuum space (green; c). 
The surplus of energy of the particle (a) is equal to the de-
ficit of energy (b) around. 

Figure 3 shows in cross section the topological deforma-
tion of 2 rectangle bodies with a joint plane. The volume of 
each body is invariant. I can describe the smooth topolo-
gical deformation with the help of the increase or decrease 
of the surface area of the joint plane. But I can also de-
scribe  the  topological  deformation  with  the  help  of  the 
transfer  of  identical  small  volumes from A to B or  visa 
versa inside each body.

figure 3

In  other  words,  increasing  the  surface  area  of  the  joint 
plane needs the transfer of identical small volumes from B 

to A (orange arrows) and decreasing the joint surface area 
needs the transfer of these identical small volumes – actu-
ally a flux of volume – from A to B (blue arrows).

Figure 2 represents the same topological principle. If the 
surplus of energy of the particle (a) decreases, the deficit of 
the energy within the volume (b) around decreases too, and 
visa  versa  because  the  volume of  every  unit  of  discrete 
space is invariant. The consequence is that the increase or 
decrease of the energy of a particle isn’t possible by the 
transfer  of  a  surplus  of  energy,  representing  a  single 
quantum or a sequence of quanta of energy.

Figure 4 shows the schematic image of an electromagnetic 
wave.  The  wave  form  itself  shows  the  electric  (E)  and 
magnetic (B) influence of the electromagnetic wave on the 
electromagnetic amplitudes of the electromagnetic field in 
vacuum space around. 

However, the topological “size” of one quantum of energy 
(h) cannot have the geometrical  proportions of the wave 
form because the influence of te “cross section” of an elec-
tromagnetic wave is half the wave length.[6] Therefore it is 
reasonable to conclude that the wave form is the result of 
the influence of the alternating existence of a local surplus 
and a local deficit of 1 quantum of energy.

figure 4

The consequence is that the wave form is caused by the 
“adoption” of the surplus  and deficit of 1 quantum of en-
ergy by the amplitudes of the electromagnetic field. Actu-
ally the topological deformation of every involved unit of 
discrete space around.

In other words, if we can measure the topological deforma-
tion of every involved unit we will discover that a certain 
percentage of the deformation is caused by the existence 
(at that moment) of the surplus or deficit of 1 quantum of 
energy. Therefore, the “tangible” existence of the surplus 
and deficit of 1 quantum within one unit of the structure is 
restricted to 2 units in between the wave length of a single 
electromagnetic wave (figure 4). These units will be found 
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on the trajectory of the linear motion (x) and in between 
half the wave forms.
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Corresponding vectors
It  is  self evidently that  the concentration of energy of a 
particle in experiments that manifest wave-like properties 
of “tangible” particles cannot be described by the transfer 
of energy of the electric part of the electromagnetic field 
alone. The universal electric field and the magnetic field 
are  corresponding  fields  thus  the  transfer  of  a  quantum 
generates corresponding vectors and visa versa. Diagram 5 
shows the “build up” of the quantum of energy and its cor-
responding  vector(s)  in  vacuum  space.  In  between  the 
duration of the start and end of a quantum of energy – the 
constant of quantum time – there is no observable change 
possible (Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle).

figure 5

The corresponding 1-dimensional vector(s) of the quantum 
of energy are not part of the universal electric field because 
these  vectors  of  the  magnetic  field are  mediated  by  the 
scalars  of  the  Higgs  field  in  vacuum space.  In  vacuum 
space each scalar of the Higgs field has exactly the same 
magnitude and together these identical scalars form a rigid 
lattice, configured like Kepler’s conjecture[7][8] (figure 7).

The magnitude of a scalar is determined by its radius. Be-
cause the only geometrical scalar is the sphere. The exist-
ence of  rest  mass  is  the  result  of  the transfer  of  energy 

from a local scalar to the local electric field. But after a 
very short period of time the rest mass carrying particle has 
changed its position in relation to the structure of discrete 
space.[4] That means that the decreased scalar becomes part 
of vacuum space again and retains the same magnitude -ac-
tually the same radius – like all the other scalars in vacuum 
space.

figure 6

The only reasonable explanation is that the magnitude of a 
scalar is determined by an internal spherical shape forming 
mechanism (“scalar mechanism”). An internal mechanism 
that “blows up” the size of the decreased scalar till its ra-
dius  becomes  equal  to  all  the  other  scalars  in  vacuum 
space.  Figure  6  shows  a  half  transparent  scalar  and  the 
drawn vectors correspond with the points of contact of the 
scalar  with the 12 adjacent  scalars  around.  Showing the 
origin  of  the  existence  of  1-dimensional  vectors  of  the 
magnetic field.

The drawn transparent scalars in figure 7 elucidate that va-
cuum  space  is  pervaded  by  a  network  of  vectors  (also 
termed “vector space”). Vectors that change their magni-
tude under influence of the topological deformation of the 
deformed part of the volume of the unit of the structure of 
discrete space in vacuum space (see page 9, reference [2]). 
All  these continuous deforming parts of  the units of the 
structure of discrete space form together the magnetic field 
in vacuum space. Because reduced scalars cannot mediate 
1-dimensional vectors because there are no points of con-
tact between the reduced scalar and the non-reduced scal-
ars around.

figure 7
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Mostly if we think about vacuum space we imagine some 
kind of a volume that is pervaded by continuously chan-
ging waves, the local amplitudes. But vacuum space is also 
the domain of the generated vectors by the local changes of 
the universal electric field and these vectors are mediated 
by the scalars of the Higgs field. Vectors that represent the 
local amount of topological deformation.

Local concentrations of energy like rest mass carrying par-
ticles represent much more topological deformation than a 
single quanta transfer between the amplitudes of the elec-
tric field. The consequence is that every particle has dom-
inant vectors around. Vectors that change their local “posi-
tion” in correspondence with the motion of the particles in 
respect to the electromagnetic field that is in rest[4].

However, a rest mass carrying particle has a reduced scalar 
within its boundary (local concentration of energy) and the 
decrease of a local scalar in vacuum space results in the 
vectorization of all the scalars around because of the disap-
pearance of 1 point of contact of every adjacent scalar. And 
all these long range vectors “point” towards the reduced 
scalar of the rest mass carrying particle, the origin of the 
existence of these long range vectors.

The result is that these long range vectors – generated by 
rest mass carrying particles (matter) – are super positioned 
on the short range vectors of the magnetic field. Showing 
evidence that Newtonian gravity is an emerging push force 
from vacuum space around and not a pull force between 
matter objects like Newton proposed.[9][10] 

The consequence is that Einstein’s theory of General Re-
lativity is a macroscopic model that has no “tangible” rela-
tion with physical reality at the microscopic scale size. 
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Experiments
If we try to understand the nature of electromagnetic waves 
and the nature of single particles like electrons, we use ex-
periments like the “double path” experiment[11].

figure 8

The drawing represents physical reality as we observe it 
with our eyes. We are not aware of the network of vectors 
that determine the direction of the topological transforma-
tions of the units of discrete space. The short range vectors 
of the magnetic field and the long range vectors of the field 
of gravitation (Newtonian gravitation).

But the mechanism behind the concentration of energy in 
vacuum space that results in particles and their mutual ex-
change of energy by electromagnetic waves doesn’t “ex-
pire” at the moment a particle is created. Moreover, we can 
demonstrate the existence of the mechanism with the help 
of experiments, for example the double slit experiment.

If the 2 slits are equal and close together and an electro-
magnetic wave or a particle is forced in the direction of the 
slits,  the path of  the  distinct  phenomenon already exists 
within the network of vectors in vacuum space. Because 
the influence of vectors is instantaneous, inclusive the in-
fluence of the vectors that are related to all the matter ob-
jects  around.  Take away the  double  slit  and  there  is  no 
“quantum strangeness” at all.

It is obvious that it is the double slit that creates a local 
change within the vector network of the scalar lattice of the 
Higgs  field.  It  influences  the  common  correspondence 
between the electric field and the magnetic field that is re-
sponsible for the well known spatial properties of electro-
magnetic waves and particles in vacuum space. Properties 
that can be manipulated in certain experiments.
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Conclusion
The wave-particle duality is an imaginary construction that 
originates  from outdated  ideas  about  physical  reality  we 
used in classic physics (phenomenological physics).

Unfortunately this limited point of view is frustrating the 
discussion about the true nature of energy. Figure 5 shows 
the relation between a quantum of energy and its corres-
ponding vector(s). But figure 3 shows that it is impossible 
to create a local  surplus of energy if there is  no created 
deficit of energy at exactly the same moment.

Planck’s constant (h) is about the energy of the electromag-
netic wave in relation to its frequency (E = h f). In other 
words, I cannot use figure 5 if I don’t show another image 
where the energy decreases from 100% to 0% in ≈ 6 x 10-23 

sec.  There doesn’t  exist  a local  surplus of energy in our 
universe without a corresponding deficit of energy. In line 
with the universal conservation laws (energy and momen-
tum). 
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